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 Fufilling a need for a simple, economical Destroyer with basic modicums of power 
and capability, the Burke class served alongside companion classes such as Akula (DH 278), 
Kearsarge (CL 1500) and Seawolf (GB 1400), all four comprising the outermost layer in 
Starfleet’s strategy of spherical defense.   
 
 A strategy adopted in the aftermath of the Four Years War, it was a comprehensive 
and proactive approach taken by Starfleet in order to better defend its territory and 
respond to threats more effectively.  It was made up of a number of ‘layers’ starting with 
the Federation’s core systems and expanding outwards.  The innermost layer was 
populated by the largest and most powerful starships in Starfleet’s inventory, while the 
outermost layer was made up of smaller destroyers, gunboats (of which Seawolf was the 
only operational class) and other similar fleet pickets. 
 
 As of 2252, Starfleet operated 5 Destroyer (3 DD, 2 DH) classes.  Detroyat was the 
oldest, part of the previous Baton Rouge generation, Saladin and Larson were ‘mainline’ 
classes often operating with larger Frigates (Surya, Coventry, Loknar) and Cruisers 
(Constitution) while Marklin and Kiaga formed the ‘first line of defense’, supported by 
Detroyat in many cases.  As heavily-armed and field-proven as those three were, age 
counted against them.  The scientific and other such accruements of Saladin and Larson on 
the other hand, had Starfleet using them more often than not to support classes such as 
Constitution in exploratory and other such roles.   
 

Astropolitical developments necessitated a response however.  The Klingon Defense 
Forces had continued on its path building larger ships with longer operating ranges (D-
18/Lara’atan), while focusing on achieving superiority through numbers with smaller ships 
(G-1/Sentinel, F-5/Kuve).  Taken together, both factors represented a credible and serious 
threat too multifaceted for a class like Kearsarge (that lacked the range and overall agility) 
to deal with alone. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Of the 3 classes developed to supplement Kearsarge, Burke was the solid 

middleweight.  The design itself was extremely similar to Kearsarge differing only in the 
saucer design and warp nacelles used, along with their placement. 

 
Bearing in mind Starfleet’s directive that all 3 be of simple design to further the larger 

goal of mass production, Burke utilized a fleet standard saucer (as opposed to the 
‘enhanced’ design utilized by Kearsarge).  Substantive modifications were almost all 
localized to the saucer’s interior.  Befitting its mission, ‘extras’ such as sophisticated science 
labs were eliminated, while only the most basic medical and crew support facilities were 
included to support the compliment of 60.   

 
The Warp Nacelles themselves were PB-32-‘S’ models.  Shortened versions of the 

standard PB-32, they lacked the secondary compressor field system and thus featured 
reduced power output and lower overall speed ratings (cruise – Warp 5, maximum – Warp 
7). Mounted directly to the saucer’s ventral surface, they fed into a combined 
Warp/Impulse engineering center that spanned three decks and was unusually spacious for 
a starship with its mission profile. 

 
Enhancing flexibility and interoperability with other fleet assets, Burke maintained the 

same standard armament as her larger brethren—3 Type VI Phaser Banks backed by 2 2nd 
Class Torpedo Launchers.  Though her Deflector Shield System was noticeably weaker, she 
still proved more than capable of surprising enemies who saw these ships as deceptively 
easy targets. 

 
The class entered fleet production in 2255, initially assigned to overlapping patrol routes 
along the Tholian and Klingon borders.  Concerning the latter, the KDF often favored 
sending F-5 and F-6/Fury class ships up against Burke whose superior agility won out in many 
cases against superior Klingon firepower.  Following the Battle of Icarus IV in 2266—where a 
lone Romulan V-8 class Bird of Prey destroyed several Federation outposts—two dozen of 



 these Destroyers were moved to the border along with other ships to support 
reconstruction and fortification of the outposts and subsequent monitoring of further 
Romulan activity. 

 
A year later, following the destruction of the Cestus III outpost by a Gorn MA-12 class 

Light Cruiser, Starfleet retaliated—detaching the Villeneuve (DD 329), Falcon (GB 1407), 
Harrier (GB 1415) and Condor (GB 1419) from standard patrol and authorizing a ‘response in 
kind’.  The 4 ships tracked down and destroyed the Gorn ship in question—the Gress’sril—
and severely damaged a nearby supply depot and maintenance yard. 

 
In 2269, the class received a controversial set of upgrades—PB-47 Warp Engines, a 

more powerful Deflector Shield System and enhanced computer systems.  With the dawn of 
the Linear Warp era and the Class I era coming to a close, this was viewed by some in 
Starfleet Command as a tremendous waste of resources given the high number of ships in 
service. 

 
However, Starfleet’s strategy with Linear Warp technology had it applied first to 

mainline capital ship classes and patrol combatants.  When it came to smaller classes, that 
strategy was inconsistent due to the high level of experimentation that produced a number 
of unique, yet heavily armed designs between 2273-87.  Kearsarge then, was the only class 
to get a direct replacement.  Starships of the Burke class solidered on in service until 2282, 
by which time the Valley Forge (FH 2970) class was available in quantity.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

Burke 
Destroyer 
 
2255-82 
0 
 
207m 
112m 
33m 
11 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

133,000 metric tons 
 
60 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

3 Type VI Phaser Banks 
2 2nd Class Torpedo Launchers 
 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 32,400 TerraJoules 
 
Standard Monotanium Single Hull 
 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
A requested class that’s been a long time coming, Burke has been one that I’ve resisted doing simply because I viewed the issue of establishing a plausible backstory as too difficult.  As 
mentioned in the third paragraph, Starfleet already operated 5 Destroyer classes during the early-mid 23rd Century, so what would be the point of another one?  I pondered this thought 
for a while, but then, taking into consideration that I want to still do the Akula class and then the fact I found another design from the Starfleet Museum, things started gradually 
coalescing.  I thought back to the topic of spherical defense and then came up with the idea of adding in an additional ‘layer’, making Burke, Akula and the aforementioned SFM design 
stripped-down platforms that would comprise Starfleet’s first line of defense.  Burke’s small, slightly unconventional design (owing to its Star Fleet Battles RPG roots) further supported the 
idea. 
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